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Book 2 Yellowstone Romance SeriesCity boy Chase Russell is on the fast track to self-destruction.
A star athlete, he gets into trouble with drugs and alcohol. Fulfilling a community service sentence in
Yellowstone National Park is the last thing he wants to do. After a night of drinking in the park, he
wakes up to find his new friends gone, and everything around him has changed.Sarah Osborne
grew up in the rugged Yellowstone wilderness. She can hunt and track right alongside the most
experienced men. When some Indians drop a near-dead man off on her doorstep, she
doesn&apos;t know what to think. He&apos;s convinced he&apos;s from the future, and wants to
find a way home.Chase has no idea how he ended up time traveling to the past. He doesn&apos;t
know the first thing about surviving without modern conveniences. Finding your own food means a
quick trip to the nearest fast food joint, not hunting and foraging for it. Time and again, his will is
tested to stay alive in this untamed land. Is his growing love for a brave woman who shows him
what it truly means to be a man strong enough to keep him in the past, or is he still determined to
return to the ease and comforts of the future?***Content Warning: This story contains mild violence,
mild profanity, and adult situations including physical intimacy, and is intended for mature
readers.Other titles in the Yellowstone Romance Series (in recommended reading
order):Yellowstone Heart Song (Book 1)A Yellowstone Christmas (novella)Yellowstone Redemption
(Book 2)Yellowstone Homecoming (novella)Yellowstone Season of Giving (short
story)Â Yellowstone Awakening (Book 3)Â Yellowstone Dawn (Book 4)Yellowstone Deception
(Book 5)A Yellowstone Promise (novella)Yellowstone Origins (Book 6) Yellowstone Legacy (Book
7)Related Series(characters from the Yellowstone Series make cameo appearances in the Teton
Romance Trilogy and might also show up in the newly-launched Wilderness Brides Series. If
you&apos;ve read Yellowstone Homecoming, you will have met the Walkers from the Teton Series
briefly)Teton SunriseTeton SplendorTeton SunsetTeton Season of Joy (novella)Wilderness Brides
Western Historical RomanceCora&apos;s Pride (Book 1)
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Ms Henderson has done it again. Yellowstone Redemption is filled with edge-of-the-seat adventure.
The tension between the main characters is strung tighter than a piano string. Caught up in the story
and passion of Sarah and Chase, I couldn't turn the pages fast enough to see if Chase would return
to his home or if he would realize that he was meant to stay in the past with Sarah. During one
particular scene, I remember shouting, "Nooooooo," as I came to the end of the chapter. Ms
Henderson was faithful in providing a happy ending, but what a ride it was to get there. And with all
good, thrill pumping rides, I went right back to the beginning and started the adventure again. I am
anxious to see what's next from this author.

First, I would like to start off saying starts off with an amazingly hot prologue that will catch the
attention of romance-lovers everywhere! It's hot, sexy, and made me want to read more and more!I
was pulled into the plot of an amazing book (I'm talking about Yellowstone Redemption, if your
confused) by the writer's delightful and creative writing style. She writes in her own unique way; I'm
confused why she isn't best-seller yet!Yellowstone Redemption is way better than the first (and I
absolutely LOVED the first one, don't get me wrong). It's different and the exact opposite in the way
that the man is from the 21 century instead of the woman. But that is completely okay, nobody
wants to read the exact same plot in the sequel, we want something different. Ms. Henderson did
not let me down!While I was immersed in the world that Ms. Henderson created, I realized how
similar this book is to Pocahontas. Sure, Sarah isn't the daughter of a Native American Cheif or
Chase an English soldier (far from it). It is similar in the way that they are from two different people
(essentially) that are forbidden to love one another and yet love triumphs. I think of this book as

Pocahontas with a unique, addicting twist!Recommendations??Historical romance fans that would
be interested in reading something completely different would adore this book! I know I love it, and
will probably be reading this again in the future.

I'm not sure what drew me to this one. Maybe it was the Yellowstone setting, but whatever the
reason, the concept behind it piqued my interest. This is the second book in a series and I read it
without having read the first book. This did not affect my reading of the story but did affect my
understanding of certain small key issues. However, the author did her very best to make it possible
to read the book independantly of its predecessor and I do not feel like I missed out on anything.My
biggest problem with the novel was the male lead. He seemed to be incredibly ignorant of past
customs regarding courtship and acceptable interactions between men and women, despite the fact
that it is well known that it is only a recent change that has allowed for intimacy prior to marriage as
being socially acceptable. Eventually someone points this out to him and he changes his behaviour,
but still it affected my appreciation of his character. What further affected it was the requisite "let's
get it on" scene, which felt like he wasn't respecting Sarah.I had an easier time with Sarah. Even if I
didn't like / respect / agree with all of her thoughts / actions, I found that I could understand her
motivations and accepted them with fewer complaints.The setting had me captivated. Yellowstone
has always interested me and I really hope I'll get to visit it myself at some point. For now I'm happy
that I get to visit it through the pages of the occasional novel I read set in the area. The descriptions
brought the place to life for me and I loved little titbits of information that I picked up on that the
author might not have even realised she'd included.All in all, I enjoyed the novel - though I found it
was a bit slow at times and dragged due to repetition in some places. I'm not sure if it captivated me
enough to motivate me to continue with the series, but I'm happy I took the time to read this book.

I've never been one for history. It always bored me to tears in school; dates and locations that I
could not relate to. The only time I've ever remembered anything remotely to do with history was
when there was a story attached. And, the better the story, the more I remembered.Yellowstone
Redemption, the second book in the Yellowstone Romance Series, is my first exposure to this
author. It brought me in to a world that I could not have fathomed otherwise. A world that seethed
with danger and strict customs. A world so very unlike the one we live in today. Yes, we have
dangers, but those are more times man-made than not.This story, having a character from the
future, Chase, brought to an unknown past, had me completely riveted. Definitely not something I
would have said about studying Native America in the 1800's in high school. Although not entirely

factual, as mentioned by the author at the end of the book, it was so real that I felt I could go
there.The romance between Chase and Sarah is my favorite type of story. One where both parties
learn more about themselves because the other has happened in to their life. A story that brings
heat and passion to each day; each page bringing you a stitch closer to the bond being created.
And, in the end, there is our happily ever after...my favorite part of any good story.I sincerely
enjoyed this book and look forward to reading the others in the series. I do hope to start with book 1
and then follow the rest of the series in its proper order. A wonderful book that I highly recommend.
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